
 
 

 

FTSE Group and Yasaar Research collaborate to provide 
enhanced Islamic indexing service 
 
 
London, 9 February 2006: Yasaar Research Inc., the independent Shariah screening 

company (a subsidiary of Yasaar Limited, the Shariah consultancy), and FTSE Group (FTSE), 

the award-winning index company, today announce that they have signed a co-operation 

agreement to work together on the provision of index products suitable for the Islamic 

investment community.  Growing interest in Islamic investment vehicles has created a 

renewed demand for Shariah-screened indices covering a range of asset classes, and by 

combining their expertise, FTSE and Yasaar believe they can offer a new and innovative 

approach to Islamic indexing. 

 

Yasaar offers a unique approach to Shariah screening, which involves an innovative set of 

financial analysis points, and its panel of Shariah scholars have extensive market expertise 

in all of the world’s major financial centres.  Coupled with FTSE’s world-renowned index 

design and calculation skills, the two organisations can now offer investors customised or 

standard indexes covering the global markets, which are entirely compliant with Shariah 

principles.  

 

Majid Dawood, Chief Executive of Yasaar said, “Yasaar is committed to the ongoing 

development of the Islamic system of financial management – forging this alliance with 

FTSE brings world-class indexing standards to Islamic investment.”   

 

Donald Keith, Deputy Chief Executive, FTSE Group added, “Linking with a pioneering 

organisation such as Yasaar means that FTSE will continue to offer value-added specialist 

index services to international investors.” 

 

The first index to be launched under the aegis of this co-operation will be the FTSE SGX 

Asia Islamic 100, which will be live during February 2006. The index, which benefits from 

unique screening and design features, has already generated a great deal of interest from 

product issuers. Further collaboration on other index series is expected during the course of 

2006.  

 



 

- ends - 

For more information please contact  

For FTSE Group: Sandra Steel/Jo Mayall +44 20 7866 1821 or media@ftse.com  

 

For Yasaar: Majid Dawood +97150 3247084 

Nicholas Kingsbury +44 20 7993 8889 or info@yasaar.org 

 

Notes to Editors 
About FTSE Group 
 
FTSE Group is a world-leader in the creation and management of indexes. With offices in Beijing, London, 
Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Madrid, Paris, New York, San Francisco, Boston, Shanghai and Tokyo, FTSE Group 
services clients in 77 countries worldwide.  It calculates and manages the FTSE Global Equity Index Series, which 
includes world-recognized indexes ranging from the FTSE All-World Index, the FTSE4Good series and the 
FTSEurofirst Index series, as well as domestic indexes such as the prestigious FTSE 100. The company has 
collaborative arrangements with the Athens, AMEX, Cyprus, Euronext, Johannesburg, London, Madrid, Malaysia, 
NASDAQ, Singapore and Taiwan exchanges, as well as Nomura Securities, Hang Seng and Xinhua Finance of 
China. FTSE also has a collaborative agreement with Dow Jones Indexes to develop a single sector classification 
system for global investors. 

 
FTSE indexes are used extensively by investors world-wide for investment analysis, performance measurement, 
asset allocation, portfolio hedging and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds. Independent 
committees of senior fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and other experienced practitioners review 
all changes to the indexes to ensure that they are made objectively and without bias.  Real-time FTSE indexes 
are calculated on systems managed by Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.   

 
About Yasaar Ltd  
 
Yasaar Research Inc. is the Shariah screening subsidiary of Yasaar Limited which is a global Shariah (Islamic 
Law) consultancy offering financial institutional clients Shariah compliance services including, reviews of financial 
product structures and advice on amendments to achieve compliance where possible, the provision of support to 
integrate the amendments proposed to attain Shariah compliant financial product/transaction and the provision 
of a Shariah Supervisory Board/Panel. Yasaar issues Fatwa/Fatawa (Shariah ruling) Certification of a financial 
product/transaction's Shariah compliance, Shariah audit/s and certification of compliance. 
As well as initiating Shariah compliant concepts for investment products and developing innovative Shariah 
solutions.  
 
The Shariah Scholars and Principals are;  Sheikh Dr. Hussain Hamed Hassan, Sheikh Yusuf T. DeLorenzo, Sheikh 
Dr. Mohd Daud Bakar, Sheikh Essam Ishaq and Sheikh Muhammad Nurullah Shikder. Yasaar's Shariah Principals 
are experts in Fiqh al Maumalat  (Shariah law relating to Financial transactions) and have been established on 
the Shariah Supervisory Boards of a number of well known major financial institutions and have invaluable 
experience in advising on Shariah related issues in the international Islamic Banking and finance sector. 
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